
This cool book has several steps but  requires no glue, staples, or tape and can be 
expanded to hold many pages. The basic 4 square word study  organizer is based 
on research on vocabulary comprehension and retention. Researchers agree that 
when students define, use, translate, and picture a word, they are more likely to 
truly add the word to their receptive vocabulary range. If translation is not 
possible, students can use a square instead to find synonyms and antonyms for the 
word. Other helpful activities are identifying the root of the word, relating it to 
something they know, or listing various forms of the word. I am providing a sheet 
with the 100 most commonly occurring academic words in English – based on the 
AWL (Academic Word List,) these words form an essential part in the expansion of 
ESL and ELD students’ CALP ( Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency.)Materials: strips of paper (or templates provided), 

scissors

Instructions:
1. Cut out the legal size strip of paper and fold 

into 3 squares (or fold your plain legal paper in 
half hot dog style and cut it into 2 pieces. Fold 
the first piece into 3 equal squares.)

2. Fold the middle square at the centre. Cut away 
a rectangle on each side about ½  inch inwards 
(see diagram or follow cut lines on template) 
When you finish cutting and lay the paper flat; 
it will resemble a barbell

3. Take the second piece of letter sized paper fold 
in half hot dog style and cut into strips of paper 
and fold strips in half and half again hamburger 
style to make into 4 equal squares

4. Cut each strip into two equal pieces; this will 
give you two squares on each strip.

5. Take a strip and gently fold it in half hot dog 
style. Pinch the paper at the centre fold. It 
will look like a bow tie!

6. Cut from the fold line up about ½ inch – be 
careful not cut all the way to the top!
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Write it:
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Define it: Define it:
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Picture it:
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Use it:
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achieve assist compute contract economy

acquire assume concept create element

administrate authority conclude credit environment 

affect available conduct culture equate 

analyse benefit consequent data establish

approach category consist define estimate 

appropriate chapter constitute derive evaluate

area commission construct design evident

aspect community consume distinct export

assess complex context distribute factor
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feature individual  legal percent role

final injure legislate period section

finance institute maintain policy sector

focus interpret major positive significant

formula invest method principle similar

function involve normal proceed source

identify issue obtain process specific

impact item occur require structure

income journal participate research theory

indicate labour perceive respond vary
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